




 

MATERIAL GIRLS, PART III 
 

ast issue, I talked about some of the odder materials that Victorian artists and crafters used in their projects.  
Some of these, we might wish to duplicate or at least find viable substitutes for in our own projects; others, 
perhaps, we might prefer to leave to the Victorian era.  Here’s a look at some of the materials we can still find 

to make our Victorian projects as authentic as possible. 
 The first key in choosing “authentic” Victorian materials is to remember the Victorian passion for using items 
from nature.  For example, many Victorian books on home crafts and needlework have extensive sections on the use 
of pine cones.  The simplest types of cone crafts generally involve gluing cones to baskets—something that we often 
see today.  However, Victorians didn’t stop there.  They used cones (as well as seeds and seed-pods) in a huge range 
of projects, including boxes, work-baskets, picture frames, free-standing forms such as crosses, and even small items 
of furniture, such as shelves and what-nots.   
 The nice thing about pine cones is that they tend to be free. Look for them on your walks through your 
neighborhood, or a neighborhood park.  If you live in the right part of the country, look for “gum-balls,” the pods 
from sweet-gum trees.   
 Autumn leaves were another Victorian favorite.  These might be pressed, dried, or “skeletonized” and then 
incorporated into a variety of projects.  Nuts and seeds were also widely used.  When I take my walks in the fall, it’s 
all I can do to keep from gathering up the bright red seeds that fall from the dogwood trees; I just long to make a 
necklace from them.  Keep an eye out for naturally drying flowers (“everlastings”) and dry or dryable grasses. 
 Shells were used in a variety of Victorian projects, such as the shell flowers featured in our March 25 issue.  For 
most Victorians, this would mean purchasing shells from suppliers.  Even if one took one’s holiday at the sea-shore, 
one wasn’t likely to be able to find the variety of shells needed to create flowers, or shell-covered boxes (just like 
the ones you can buy today as souvenirs).  Feathers were another common material; these might be incorporated into 
dried flower or makart bouquets (see our October 8 issue), or added into a needlework project. 
 Finally, of course, there is the constant use of fabrics.  Victorians tended to cover just about anything imaginable 
with fabric; this was the ideal way to repurpose an uninteresting discard and make it into something useful and 
beautiful.  Small containers, covered with fabric, became baskets, waste-paper receptacles or umbrella stands; boxes 
became treasure chests or useful holders for gloves and handkerchiefs.   
 Keep in mind that the underlying element of some project that you might wish to cover with fabric, pine cones or 
shells can be nearly anything.  Again, one of the key elements of Victorian household crafts was to take something 
ugly, unwanted or discarded, and convert it into something useful and elegant.  An old tin can, covered with seeds 
or shells, becomes a lovely item to hold pens or pencils on one’s desk.  An unwanted box can become an elegantly 
decorated jewel case.  Even a single large shell, with a hinge, can become a small coin purse.  (I’ve even come across 
an article on how to convert a large marrow bone into a desk accessory, but honestly, this seemed a bit of a stretch.) 
 Creating “authentic” Victorian arts and crafts doesn’t necessarily mean slavishly following Victorian designs and 
copying Victorian images.  It can also mean adapting Victorian-style materials to projects that reflect the spirit of 
Victorian design.  Creativity and originality are all part of the process! 
 

—Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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